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- - ABSTRACT

Drilling at hazardous waste sites for environmental remediation or monitoring requires
containment of all drilling fluids and cuttings to protect personnel and the environment. At
many sites, air drilling techniques have advantages over other drilling methods, requiring
effective filtering and containment of the return air/cuttings stream. A study of. current
containment methods indicated improvements could be made in the filtering of radionuclides and
volatile organic compounds, and in equipment like alarms, instrumentation or pressure safety
features. Sandia National Laboratories, Dept. 6111 Environmental Drilling Projects Group,
initiated this work to address these concerns. A look at the industry showed that asbestos
abatement equipment could be adapted for containment and filtration of air drilling returns. An
industry manufacturer was selected to build a prototype machine. The machine was leased and
put through a six-month testing and evaluation period at Sandia National Laboratories. Various

° materials were vacuumed and filtered with the machine during this time. In addition, it was
used in an actual air drive drilling operation. Results of these tests indicate that the
vacuum/filter unit will meet or exceed our drilling requirements. This vacuum/filter unit could

" be employed at a hazardous waste site or any site where drilling operations require cuttings and
air containment.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The enclosed report describes the equipment and testing of the Drill Cuttings
Containment System (DCCS) used for containment of contaminated drill cuttings while air
drilling. In order to make the DCCS an operational system, several additional unique

, components or pieces of equipment had to be designed and developed. The vacuuming and
filtering of a wide range of materials demonstrated that the DCCS is adequate for drilling at
hazardous waste sites.

Most air filtering systems on operating drill rigs utilize compressed air to move the
cuttings through the filtration process. Sandia Dept. 6111 Environmental Drilling Projects
persom_el believe that maintaining a vacuum atmosphere in the cuttings return line is a better
method of containment. In this case, if any leaks occur at pipe joints, hoses, etc., contaminated
air does not enter the external environment.

An industry search indicated that the asbestos abatement manufacturers had equipment
that was close to our requirements. One manufacturer (Guzzler Manufacturing Inc.,
Birmingham, AL.) had a line of trailer-mounted vacuum/filter asbestos abatement equipment
with distinct, separate stages of filtration. A six-month lease with an option to buy contract was
placed with Guzzler to manufacture a prototype unit that would meet our specifications.

The Guzzler vacuum/filter is unique. Currently, there are no similar, competing units

available. Upon receiving the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit, a six-month period of testing and
evaluation took place.

Westinghouse Hanford is currently leasing the vacuum/filter unit and other pieces of the
DCCS for testing and evaluation for an additional six months for possible use at their
environmental restoration sites.
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1. DRILL CUTTINGS CONTAINMENT SYSTEM- INTRODUCTION/DESCRIPTION

Testing and evaluation of the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit requiredthat a total Drill Cuttings
. Containment System (DCCS) be designed, developed, and assembled (Figure 1). Funding for

acquisition, testing, and evaluation of the DCCS came from Sandia National Laboratories's
Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration project (MWLID) through the Department of

° Energy's Office of Technology Development. Funding for this report is shared by Sandia's
MWLID and Westinghouse Hanford Company's Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Arid
Integrated Demonstration project.

1.1 Main Componentsof the DCCS

The main components of the DCCS are shown as follows'

1. AIR COMPRESSOR- (Figure 2)

2. DRILL RIG - (Figure 3)

3. DIVERTER BOX - (Figure 4)

4. VACUUM/FILTER UNIT - (Figure 5)

The main components and their descriptionswill generally follow the sequence where air
enters the DCCS at the air compressor and exits to the atmosphere at the vacuum/filter unit.

The DCCS was designed to evaluate the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit while using compressed
air to drive the air drilling motor and move drill cuttings to the top of the borehole. The
diverter box is the area where the drill cuttings are diverted from a compressed air atmosphere
to a vacuum atmosphere. In the vacuum atmosphere, drill cuttings and air move through the
vacuum/filter unit and its multiple stages of filtration and are finally released to the atmosphere.

1.2 DCCS ComponentDescriptions

1.2.1 Air Compressor(Figure 2)

, A GrimmerSchmidt model #800 was used as the compressed air source. The ratingfor this
compressor is 800 cfm at 125 psi. The air compressor was rented from a local rental company.
The air compressor has its own pressure relief valve, but rental companies are not required to

" have a pressure integrity program for certification of their pressure relief valves. By following
SNL's pressure integrity program, a certified Kunkle pressure relief valve (calibrated at 125 psi)
was installed on the outlet of the air compressor.



Figure 1. Drill cuttings containment system diagram.



Figure 2. GrimmerSchmidt air compressor.
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Figure 4. Diverter box.
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Figure 5b. Guzzlervacuum/filterunit.



1.2.2 Drill Rig (Figure 3)

Through Dept. 6111's current industry partnership with Charles Machine Works Inc. i
(makers of Ditch Witch'), a drill rig used in trenchless technology was loaned to Dept. 6111.
This air-driven drill rig is referred to as the True TraC model. The True Trac can drill to
distances of 600 feet through a variety of soils, including solid rock. It has the steering
technology for directional control to keep the drill head on path and maintain depth.

The True Trac has the capability to launch drilling from the ground surface or a pit. It is
also designed to change the angle of the drill chassis from horizontal, or 0 degrees, to a 20
degree down angle.

The True Trac has its own trailer for transportation between sites. This trailer also
incorporates a diesel driven hydraulic power pack for the hydraulic rotation and thrust of the
True Trac.

The hollow steel drill rods used are 5' in length, 2 7/8" outside diameter, and 1 3/8" inside
diameter.

1.2.3 Operator's Console

A pneumatic flow control system (Figure 7) was added to the True Trac Operators Console.
A pneumatic type flow control system was selected because of its simplicity, reliability and low
cost. The pneumatic flow control system is a redundant safety feature, to protect personnel and
equipment from high pressure air when the drill cuttings and compressed air exit the borehole
into the diverter box. An inline automatic valve downstream of the operator's manual shutoff
valve, will close to shut off high pressure air from the air compressor. This automatic valve is
controlled by pneumatic circuitry which senses the compressed air pressure when it exits the
borehole into the diverter box. If the pressure reaches 5 psi in the diverter box, the automatic
valve will close, shutting off incoming air from the air compressor.

i

There are additional adjustments in the pneumatic flow control system to allow for activation
by different pressures and response time delays in case of rapid cyclic pressure pulses.

1.2.4 Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) (Figure 6)

The BHA attaches to the leading end of the drill pipe and is the component that drills the
borehole and allows directional steering.

The BHA consists of an air-motor rock bit, and sonde/bent sub. Q

The rock bit, used to make the test borehole, has a dome-shaped polycrystalline diamond
compact design.



Figure 6. Bottom hole assembly.
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The sonde is the electronics transmitter that sends a RF signal through the soil to a walk-over
detection antenna. The walk-over detection system is used for determining any needed borehole
course corrections. The sonde is located within the housing of the bent sub.

The bent sub allows the BHA to be steered, depending upon its current degree of rotation
" while drilling the borehole. The sub used in the test had a 1.3 degree bend in it. The sonde

was aligned to the bent sub, to transmit a 0 degree rotation signal when the bent sub was pointed
- upward.

1.2.5 Diverter Box (Figure 4)

Under normal operating conditions, the diverter box accepts returned air and cuttings and
maintains a vacuum. Also, the diverter box surrounds the drill rod between the drill rig and the

surface casing. The diverter box is a modified propane gas bottle. A propane gas bottle was
selected for: availability, similarity in shape to design needs, low cost, and pressure rating.
Although the original shape was not changed, the bottle length was shortened, ports were added
for sampling, drill cuttings discharge, surface casing connection, instrumentation, seal housing,
pressure relief valves, and vacuum relief valves.

On the end of the diverter box closest to the drill rig is the seal housing (Figure 8). The seal
housing keeps the diverter box aligned to the drill rig and also contains three 1" thick natural
rubber seals with metal spacers between them. The rubber seal design prevents any leakage into
or out of the diverter box formed by the seal surfaces between the rotating drill rod and the
diverter box. Re aember, even though this region is normally maintained at a vacuum, under
certain conditions it could see a compressed air atmosphere. For example, if the vacuum source
is lost, or the vacuum portion of the system becomes plugged up. The reason for using three
seals is to cover as much length of the drill rod as reasonable for surface irregularities that could
be a path for compressed air or drill cuttings to escape out to the atmosphere.

The original propane gas bottle was designed for use on the order of 200 psig. With the
modifications it was assigned a Maximum Allowable Working Pressure (MAWP) of 6 psig.
This 6 psig comes from the ASME rating of MAWP 6 psig stamped on the vacuum/filter unit.
To verify this rating the diverter box was hydrostatic tested to 32 psig. The hydrostatic testing
pressure was selected to more than satisfy the normal pressure safety factor requirements of 4
to 1. All added ports, piping, and hardware pieces have at least a schedule 40 rating and a
minimum pressure rating of 125 psig.

1.2.6 Diverter Box-Hydraulic System (Figure 9)
,w

A hydraulic four-cylinder system is used to clamp the diverter box to the drill rig, and also
, to compress the rubber seals to compensate for normal wear of the seals on the drill pipe. This

hydraulic system consists of the following:
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1. Handpump/Reservoir

2. Accumulator

3. Hydraulic Cylinders

4. Flow control/Check valves

5. Pressure Gauge

Testing of the hydraulic assembly indicated that 200 psig was the minimum hydraulic
pressure needed to hold the diverter box securely clamped to the end of the drill rig. The seals
probably did not need this much hydraulic pressure to maintain their sealing to the drill pipe
when they were new. The system has the capability of being pressurized up to 800 psig to
maintain an adequate seal as the seals wear.

The accumulator is a metal bottle containing nitrogen and hydraulic oil with a bladder
separating them. The compressed nitrogen, via the bladder, is used to maintain a constant
hydraulic pressure in case of minor leakages of hydraulic system fluid to the atmosphere.

The hydraulic cylinders are standard commercial cylinders sized to fit this application.

To allow the diverter box to be rigidly clamped to the drill rig, flow control/check valves
are used for isolating each hydraulic cylinder from the other cylinders. Since the cylinders are
connected in parallel, the flow control/check valves keep the fluid in one cylinder from being
displaced to another cylinder.

To relieve hydraulic pressure on the cylinders, the release knob on the hand pump and each
cylinder flow control/check valve was opened.

1.2.7 Vacuum and PressureReliefValves

The diverter box has two Kunkle 3" vacuum relief valves. The valves are for assisting the
flow of cuttings material through the diverter box and limiting the vacuum applied to the
borehole. Limiting the amount of vacuum applied prevents excess vacuum from adversely
affecting the borehole by causing sloughing. The vacuum relief valves do not have a calibrated
setting for opening, but are adjusted in the field.

The diverter box also has one Kunkle 3" pressure relief valve. It is a redundant safety
feature to prevent overpressuring the diverter box. For test purposes, it was vented to the
atmosphere. During drilling operations at a hazardous waste site, the pressure relief valve
normally would be connected to a hose going to the inlet of the vacuum/filter unit's baghouse.
In case the cyclone separator becomes clogged from a liquid or slurry mix, this configuration
would open the relief valve and send liquid or slurry mix to the baghouse which has a
differential pressure alarm to alert the drill rig operator. The pressure relief valve was calibrated
to open at 6 psig.

14



1.2.8 Instrumentation

A 4 1/2" diameterpressure gauge with a range of 1-15" psig anda 4 1/2" diameter vacuum
gauge with a range of 0-30" Hg were mounted on the diverter box. They both faced the
operatoron the drill rig for observation.

It

- 1.2.9 Vacuum/Filter Unit (Figures5a and 5b)

The prototype unit is a modified version of Guzzler Manufacturing's line of MiniReach
asbestos abatement vacuum/filter equipment.

The vacuum/filter unit has a length of 25', a width of 102", a height of 12', and a wet
weight (ready for use) of 15,980 lb.

The rated flow and vacuum rating is 1,700 cfm at 12.8" Hg.

The sequence for the flow of drill cuttings and air flow through the vacuum/filter unit is as
follows: cyclone, baghouse, either or both legs of High Efficient ParticulateAbsolute (HEPA)
and charcoal filters, Roots pump, a muffler and lastly to the atmosphere.

1.2.9.1 MAINCOMPONENTSOFTHEVACUUM/FILTERUNIT
J

The main components of the vacuum/filter unit are as follows:

1. Cyclone Separator

2. Baghouse Filter

3. HEPA Filters

4. Charcoal Filters

5. Roots Blower

6. Diesel Engine

7. Air Cannon

• 8. Instrumentation Panel

9. Pressure and Vacuum Relief Valves
Q

10. Paint

11. Miscellaneous

15



There are many minor components, that will be described with their associated main
components.

All the major and minor components on the vacuum/filter unit have been designed for ease
of removal for repair, replacement, modification, or contamination reasons.

Cyclone Separator

This is the first stage of separation (filtration) for the drill cuttings and its induced air. The
cyclone sets the drill cuttings and induced air into a spinning motion, which causes heavier
materials to fall out of suspension and be captured in the bottom of the unit. This removes an
estimated 95 % plus of the materials being vacuumed. It is made of stainless steel and has a
material capacity of 1 cubic yard.

The cyclone separator is stamped with an ASME code rating of 6 psig.

The cyclone separator has a removable lid for access to its interior. A cast-in rubber seal
in the lid is the sealing barrier between the lid and the cylinder of the cyclone. The lid can be
removed with a hand operated hoist that pivots in a stanchion to lower the lid to ground level.

Six inch Camlock" fittings are used on the inlet and outlet ports of the cyclone separator to
attach hoses, caps, etc.

A hydraulically driven auger can be installed inside, if needed, to assist materials in dropping
to the bottom of the cyclone. The efficiency of the cyclone drops from approximately 95% to
approximately 70% if the auger is used. The auger was removed prior to the beginning of the
test period.

A 12" hydraulic activated knife gate valve is connected on the bottom of the cyclone
separator to control dumping of cuttings out of the cyclone separator into debris bags or barrels.
The hydraulic activated gate valve can also be moved manually with a wheel screw. The wheel
screw is used primarily during decontamination of the equipment when hydraulic pressure is not
available because the diesel engine is not runni_g. This also serves as a backup safety method
to empty the cyclone separator in case of diesel engine or hydraulic failure.

Below the hydraulic gate is a 12" agriculture-irrigation type clamp fitting used to retain the
cuttings bag when emptying the cyclone separator. This fitting has a vacuum port attached to
completely evacuate the cuttings bag prior to emptying the cyclone separator. Evacuating the
cuttings bag prior to emptying the cyclone separator ensures that no air in the bag is displaced
into the cyclone separator when it is emptied of drill cuttings. A manual ball valve controls the
vacuum applied to this port.

.a

When emptying the cyclone separator and baghouse filter, a electrical/pneumatic wafer valve
upstream of the Roots pump must be opened. This relieves vacuum applied to the entire
vacuum/filter unit and allows cuttings to drop down and out of the cyclone separator or baghouse
filter into their drill cuttings bags.

16



The operator's control panel for the hydraulic gates is located between the cyclone separator
and baghouse filter.

Baahouse Filter

This is the second stage of filtration for the drill cuttings and its induced air. The baghouse
, filter profile is similar to the outside shape of the cyclone separator, and is also made of stainless

steel. This includes a removable lid, hydraulic/manual knife gate valve, and an agriculture
irrigation type fitting with a vacuum port attached.

The baghouse filter has a stamped ASME code rating of 6 psig.

The internal structure of the baghouse filter is completely different from the cyclone
separator. Internally, the baghouse contains 36 Dacron (polyester) filter bags. These bags filter
material down to 1 micron in size. The bags are 42" long, 5 1/4" diameter, and are closed at
one end. A removable metal frame cage is inserted into each bag. This cage supports the bags
in their normal expanded shape for maximum filtration and air flow through the bags.

The lid contains the plumbing for the air cannon outlets. The air cannon is addressed below.
Each of the 36 bags has an air cannon nozzle directly above it. The nozzle directs timed pulses
of compressed air into each bag for timed cleaning of any material that was built up on the
outside surfaces of the bag.

A Magnehelic" differential pressure gauge is installed on the baghouse to give continuous
differential pressure readings between the input and output ports of the baghouse filter to monitor
the accumulation of drill cuttings fines on the outside surfaces of the bags.

HEPA Filters

The third stage of filtration removes any particle size greater than .3 micron from the air
stream. The air flow at this area of filtration is split upstream of the HEPA filters into two
paths. Each path is composed of a nuclear grade HEPA filter and a nuclear grade charcoal
filter. The charcoal filters are addressed in component section #4. The paths join back together
again downstream of the charcoal filters. Either path can be isolated by closing a Grinnell 6"
butterfly valve on either side of the HEPA and charcoal filter housing. This allows replacing
filters in one path while the other path is still in use.

The HEPA filter frame is 24" height, 24" width, and 11 1/2" thick. The actual filter
" medium depth is 8". The nominal rated flow capacity through the filter is 1,000 cfm. The filter

element material is a non-woven glass paper (boron silicate micro fibers) rated to filter out
. particles to .3 micron.

One face of the filter frame has a circumferentially continuous channel that contains a highly-
viscous, silicone compound fluid seal. This is where the HEPA filter is sealed to it's housing.

17



The sealing occurs because a continuous knife edge on the housing frame mates into tl':
circumferentially continuous channel.

Each HEPA housing has a Magnehelic, differential pressure gauge attached to it for
comparing the input and output condition of the HEPA filter assembly.

The housing has the capability of using a bag-in/bag-out method of changing the filters. The
bag-in/bag-out method is a simple and safe way of filter change-out, without exposing the filter •
or interior of the housing to personnel or the environment. When it is necessary to change a
filter, the path is isolated. The housing cover is removed, exposing a double plastic bag. The
outer bag has gloves molded into it. This allows the HEPA filter to be placed into the inner bag
and secured for removal.

If industrial hygiene or health physics personnel need to monitor the air quality across the
HEPA filters, multiple monitoring ports are located upstream and downstream of each filter
housing for withdrawing samples.

' Char,coal Filters

The fourth stage of filtration removes any volatile organic compounds (VOC). The filter
medium is made from nuclear grade granular activated coconut shell charcoal impregnated with
potassium iodine.

The charcoal filters are 24" height, 24" width, and 16" thick. They have an airflow rating
of 1,000 cfm. The size and rated flow capacity combine to give a residence time of at least 1/8
second. Residence time measures how long the gas stream is in contact with the carbon. The
residence time of 1/8 second is the minimum needed for VOCs to be absorbed into the charcoal.

The method of sealing charcoal filters to their housing is the same design as used by the
HEPA filters. Each charcoal filter housing incorporates the same design as the HEPA housing
for using the bag-in/bag-out method of filter removal and filter flow path isolation. Multiple
sample ports both upstream and downstream are also provided.

Roots Blower

The Roots blower type vacuum pump is the source of vacuum for the Guzzler vacuum/filter
unit and is manufactured by Dresser Industries. The Roots blower is designated as a positive
displacement rotary lobe vacuum pump.

It consists of two double-lobe impellers mounted on parallel shafts and rotating in opposite
directions within a housing closed at both ends by headplates. As the impellers rotate, air is
drawn into one side of the cylinder and forced out the opposite side against the existing
pressures. The differential pressure developed, therefore, depends on the resistance of the
connected systems.

18



The vacuum rating is 12.8" mercury (Hg) at 1,700 revolutions per minute (rpm). The
rotational speed of the blower is always higher than the rotational speed of the diesel drive
engine (see below). This is because of the gearing ratio of the power take off (pto) unit between
the Roots blower and the diesel engine. For example, when the diesel engine is running at
1,200 rpm the Roots blower is turning at 1,700 rpm.

e

The output of the Roots blower is connected to a residential quiet muffler which exhausts
. to the atmosphere.

Diesel Engine

The power source for the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit is the diesel engine. The motor is
turbocharged and has four cylinders. The engine produces 100 horsepower (hp.) at 1,200 rpm.

The diesel engine drives the Roots blower and the air cannon's (see below) air compressor
via the pto. The hydraulic pump for the cyclone separator and baghouse filter hydraulics is v-
belt driven from the diesel engine.

Engine Operator's Panel (Figure 1_4)

This panel contains a tachometer and manual throttle to control the vacuum levels needed
for testing. The oil pressure and temperature analog gauges have built-in switches to shut down
the engine in event of low oil pressure or high temperature.

Air Cannon

The air cannon is a system used to clear the baghouse filter bags of drill cutting fines that
accumulate on the outside walls of the bag. A timed pulse of air is injected into the inside of
each bag during operation.

Compressed air for the air cannon comes from a small air compressor driven by the diesel
engine. An air dryer/heater receives this compressed air and acts as the air accumulator for the
baghouse filter bag cleaning nozzles.

The air cannon system only clears half the bags during each timed pulse. Thus, an interval
of two timed pulses are required to clean all the bags.

• The timed pulse is controlled by an electronic circuit board. The electronic circuit board has
potentiometers to adjust pulse duration and time delay between pulses. The electronics circuit

- board is located above the instrumentation panel inside a weather-proof enclosure.
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Instrumentation Panel (Figure 10)

Three Magnehelic differential gauges are mounted on the instrumentation panel. These
gauges have analog readouts and adjustable differential pressure switches. The differential
pressure switches are activated when their set points are exceeded, thus turning on a red light
and the 120 db. two-tone audible alarm horn mounted on the instrumentation panel.

One gauge is used to monitor the baghouse filter differential pressure and has an analog scale
of 0-100" of water. The gauge set point switch is set to activate at 80" of water. The other two
gauges monitor the HEPA filters differential pressure. They have an analog scale of 0-10" of
water. Their differential pressure switches are set at 3" of water.

All three gauges have individual mini valves in their monitoring tubing to isolate them for
zero setting or replacement of the gauge without stopping the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit.

A 0-30" Hg liquid filled analog vacuum gauge is provided to read the Guzzler vacuum/filter
unit's vacuum. The sensor for this gauge is upstream of the Roots blower.

!

An analog temperature gauge with an adjustable switch is used to monitor the temperature
of the Roots blower. Continuous maximum vacuum being pulled or loss of lubrication are the
main reasons for high temperatures. The switch, when activated, will turn on a red light and
sound the 120 db audible alarm horn.

There are three manual toggle switches. The first switch is to activate the air dryer/heater
associated with air cannon. The second switch is to control the electronics circuit board of the

air cannon. The third switch is used to control the electro/pneumatic vacuum relief valve.

All plumbing for the panel to the various locations on the vacuum/filter unit is connected by
1/4" nylon tubing. Tubing connections are of the quick disconnect type. This permits easy
troubleshooting and/or replacement. Replacement may be required for chemical resistance
compatibility with the drill cuttings being vacuumed.

Pressure and Vacuum Relief Valves

Two Kunkle 3" pressure relief valves upstream of the Roots blower limit the maximum
pressure to the vacuum/filter unit. They are calibrated to open at 6 psig and have a air flow
rating of 1,200 SCFM. Each valve is capable of more than handling any incoming compressed
air by itself. Guzzler Manufacturing installed redundant pressure relief valves because of their
concern that the vacuum/filter unit never exceed 6 psig.
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One Kunkle 3" vacuum relief valve upstream of the Roots blower limits the maximum
vacuum on the vacuum/filter unit. It is calibrated to open at 14.5" Hg. To prevent any dust
or sand from being pulled into the Roots blower when this relief valve opens, a Donaldson air
filter was adapted to the inlet of the relief valve.

A Grinnell 8" electro/pneumatic butterfly valve with Jamesbury air actuator relieves the
vacuum/filter unit's vacuum prior to emptying drill cuttings from the cyclone separator or
baghouse filter. The valve is located upstream of the Roots blower. This allows the Roots
blower to pull its needed air supply directly from the atmosphere, and vacuum is reduced to
none or minimal on the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit. The valve is manually controlled by a
switch located on the hydraulic gate control panel for the cyclone separator and baghouse filter.
The other method of reducing vacuum is to lower engine speed or disconnect the PTO, both of
which are more involved and cumbersome to do during normal operations. To prevent any dust
or sand from being pulled into the Roots blower when the Grinnell valve is open, a Donaldson
air filter was adapted to the inlet of the Grinnell valve.

Laminar Flow Array

A Laminar Flow Array (LFA) is located upstream of the pressure and vacuum relief valves.
The LFA is 1' in length and has fifty-two 3/4" inside diameter pieces of tubing installed inside
of it. The purpose of the LFA is to minimize any turbulence of the air flow in this area for the
installation of a velocity meter probe. The area around the velocity meter probe needs all air
flow to be parallel through the piping for accuracy in measuring velocity. The velocity meter
was used to measure velocity of air flow through the Guzzler vacuum/filter during testing.

Paint

The finish paint and primer is manufactured by Ameron. The finish paint is the same
specification used by Westinghouse Hanford for their drill cuttings containment box. This paint
is Amercoat #66. It is a polyamide-cured epoxy paint. The manufacturer recommends this paint
for use in extremely high nuclear radiation areas.

The paint primer was a substitute for the primer used by Westinghouse Hanford. The
original primer Amercoat #71 has been discontinued and Amercoat #182 is the recommended
replacement for the finish paint, Amercoat #66. Amercoat #182 is a polyamide epoxy primer.

Miscellaneous

Camlock fittings were used on all pneumatic hoses that had to be removed occasionally.

The concern for personnel safety due to static buildup was addressed. To minimize static
buildup in the vacuum hoses, the Camlock fittings were connected at each end of the hoses to
the wire helix in the hose wall. This connected the drill rig, vacuum hoses, and vacuum/filter
unit to each other. The vacuum/filter unit's chassis was connected to a 5/8" diameter copper
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rod, driven 8' into the ground. This made a commonconnected ground for the drill rig, hoses
and vacuum/filter unit. Sandia LaboratoriesElectromagnetic Test and Analysis Department
stated that a common connection to a ground is an accepted practice for minimizing static
problems. The National Electric Code requires that a ground electrode (rod) be driven at least
8' into the ground.

•, All common connections and connections to ground were checked with anohm meter daily,
for continuity, prior to DCCS operation.
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2. DRILL CUTTINGS CONTAINMENT SYSTEM- TESTING

SandiaLaboratories Dept. 6111 leased the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit for a six-month period
of test and evaluation. Testing and evaluation of this unit required a complete and operational

" field system. Thus the Drill Cuttings Containment System (DCCS) was designed to test and
evaluate the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit.

B

The first two months of the lease period were spent acquiring materials and accessories,
making equipment modifications, and resolving unforeseen engineering problems. Hands-on
training time was spent on the operation of the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit and, as required, on
each piece of the DCCS equipment.

The last four months of the lease period were spent field testing the vacuum/filter unit.
Final testing of the entire DCCS began in July and was completed by the end of August. Field
testing of the DCCS took place at the Dept. 6111 Directional Boring Test Range (DBTR)
(Figure 11). The DBTR is located on the southern end of SandiaLaboratoriesTechnical Area
Iii within KirtlandAir Force Base and is six acres in size.

The groundat the DBTR is composedof layersof sand, sandstone,caliche clay, and alluvial
gravel with occasional large quartzstones. This variablegeology can occur as close as five feet
belov, the surface.

A pit located on the DBTR, known as the West Pit (Figure 12) was the location selected at
the DBTR for testing of the DCCS. The pit size is 15' width, 40' length, and 5' depth.
Previously this pit had been used for testing horizontal directional boring equipment.

Testing and evaluation of the DCCS involved four phases"

Phase I. Shakedown of theGuzzlervacuum/filterunitusing commercialcrushedstone andsand
as test samples.

Phase II. Operating the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit attached to a wellhead diverter box, and
using commercial crushed stone, sand, and bentonite powderas test samples.

Phase III. Operating the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit with wellhead diverter box and air
compressor to test system flow parameters.

Phase IV. Operating the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit with wellhead diverter box, air
compressor, and drilling rig duringactual drilling operations.

The four phases of testing andevaluation were needed to evaluate the Guzzler vacuum/filter
- unit for possible use at hazardous sites.
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Figure 11. Directional boring test range.
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In the first two phases, simple direct vacuuming of various materials was done. Direct
vacuuming uses the hose connected to the inlet of the cyclone separator as the nozzle for actual
contact with the different materials during vacuuming. Measuring the volume before and after
vacuuming would give the efficiency of the cyclone and baghouse. The volume vacuumed was
2 cubic feet. Only the material emptiedfrom the baghouse filter was measured after each test,
The volume of 2 cubic feet vacuumed, minus the baghouse filter material, gave the volume

dropped out by the cyclone separator. The diverter box was checked for any material dropout
after each test in Phase Ii. Three different engine speeds were used with each material. The
reason for using different engine speeds was to determine the lowest engine speed required to
move material through the vacuum hoses and the vacuum/filter unit. Using three different
engine speeds for each material in Phases I and Ii gave three points of data for each material
vacuumed. Air velocity was recorded during all phases. A calculation was done to convert air
velocity to CFM. The vacuum/filter unit's vacuum was recorded during each test in inches of
mercury. The differential pressure readings were recorded before, during, and after each test.

After three sequential tests of vacuuming each material, the HEPA filters were removed and
visually inspected for any material buildup.

Phase IIi did not involve active vacuuming of any material. This phase, particularly with
the addition of the pneumatic flow control system and the air compressor, was needed to prove
the compatibility of the DCCS components. This phase was covered from laboratory
development of components to a simulated integration of all DCCS components in the field as
an actual operation. In the field test a 25' section of hose simulated the borehoie. Data was
recorded at different engine speeds, but not to the extent of Phases I and If. The Phase ill test
was done in four steps.

The fourth phase tested the DCCS as a complete system during actual horizontal directional
drilling operations. Data similar to the fh'st two phases plus the additional data from other
DCCS components was recorded.

Initial data recording (Table 1) of the vacuum/filter unit components was taken prior to any
of the test phases, including HEPA visual examination. This established a baseline level for the
vacuum/filter unit.

Periodically during the various test phases, material was sieved to identify particle size. This
gives an idea of the efficiency of the cyclone separator and baghouse filter.

In the Test Results Section, only the tests that had additional, significant, or different
information from the test data sheets are expanded upon.
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Table I, Initial Vacuumand Differential PressureReadingsof Guzzler Vacuum/FilterUnit 4-
26-93

ii!i i i i i ii i i ii ii ii ill i [ i iiiii iIUiiiilliriiiiiiiI Ill I ..... HIm

. ENGINE VACUUM BAGHOUSE PORT HEPA STARBOARD HEPA
RPM ("HG.) ("H20) ("H20) ("H20)

............. [L I I _ I I I I i..... II I

6OO 2.0 2.0 .4 .4
at

800 2.5 3.0 .65 .65

1,000 3.3 5.0 1.0 1.0

1,200 4.5 6.5 1.2 1.3
!

600 2.0 2.0 1.4 Isolated

800 3.0 3.0 2.3 isolated

1,000 4.0 4.2 3.2' isolated

1,200 5.0 6.0 4.3 Isolated

600 2.0 2.0 Isolated 1.3

800 3.0 3.0 Isolated 2.3

1,000 4.0 4.0 Isolated 3.2"

1,200 5.0 6.0 Isolated 3.9

* Portand starboardHEPA alarmssoundedwhen differential pressure across them reached 3.2" Hg.
_IL .......... I If " Ill Illfl Ill Illl II IlllI Hr

2.1 Test Instrumentation

1. A portableairvelocity kit (Figure 13) was used to measureairflow. The meter has a direct
air velocity analog readout of 0-12,000 fpm. The sensor is a platinum Resistance
TemperatureDetector(RTD) device. No temperatureor pressurecompensationis required.
The sensor was locatedin a sampleport, approximately4' upstreamof the roots blower and
1.5' downstream of the laminarflow array. To correctlylocatethe sensor, velocity readings
were takenat six equal depths inside the 6" pipe and three engine speeds at the sample port
to find the best velocity average. The center of the 6" pipe was the best average location
for the tip of the air velocity sensor.

2. A calibrated0-30" Hg vacuumgauge was connected to a vacuumport located a few inches
downstreamof the airvelocity sample port. This gauge was used for recordingvacuumdata

" of the Guzzler vacuum/filterunit.

, 3. The magnehelic differentialpressuregauges for the baghousefilter and HEPA filters were
checked for an initial zero readingpriorto daily operations.

4. The engine tachometer gauge (Figure 14) was used as the indicatorfor setting different
engine speeds.
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Figure 14. Engine operators panel.
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2.2 Test Materials

Phase I: Known amounts of eight geologic simulationmaterials(Figure 15) were vacuumed
and filtered. The eight materialswere acquiredlocally from a sand and gravel company. The
materialsare as follows: . -

1. 3/4" CrushedQuartzRiverbedStone
!

2. 1/2" Crushed QuartzRiverbedStone

3. 1/4" Crushed Quartz RiverbedStone

4. i/8" Crushed QuartzRiverbed Stone

5. Concrete/NaturalSand

6. Brick Sand

7. Plaster Sand

8. Play Sand

Phase II: The materials were the same as Phase I, with the additionof bentonite powder.

Phase IV: The boreholeentrance for the horizontaldrilling was located 5' below the ground
surface in a soft sandstone layer. Cuttings consisted of very fine dust, sand, and occasional
broken stone of 1/8" to 3/4" in size.

2.3 Test Results

2.3.1 Phase I

A total of eight tests were completed. The test data recordedshow normal increases for the
system vacuum and differential pressure as the engine speeds were increased. The comment
section of the test data contains remarks for each test. One thing identified in direct vacuuming
was that 800 rpm engine speed is barely acceptable. An engine speed of 1,000 rpm should be
the minimum speed used during direct vacuuming.

In test #4, the material used was 1/8" unwashed crushed stone, and all of its crushed fines
were still mixed with the 1/8" stone. When emptying the baghouse filter, a smaller amount of
fines were removed than what was removed in test #1, #2, & #3. This was a surprise. After
test #6, an answer was found. Visibly, the 1/8" unwashed crushed stone had the most fines
compared to the other materials.

After test #6, there was a concern as to why there had been a smaller amount of fines in test
#4, when logically there should have been more. The Roots blower was disconnected when the
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Figure 15. Various vacuumed materials.
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test material was being removed from the cyclone separator and baghouse filter. This was not
normal procedure. There was no change in the amount of material from the cyclone separator.
A substantial amount of fines dropped out of the baghouse filter. The disconnection was done
to see if extra fines were staying attached to the baghouse filter bags. In a normal procedure
for emptying the cyclone separator and baghouse filter, the 8" electro/pneumatic butterfly valve
is opened to relieve system vacuum. The Roots blower is still engaged and pulls its air from
the atmosphere through the 8" valve. However, there is still a slight amount of vacuum that is
felt on the baghouse filter bags. This is enough to keep some of the very light fines from
dropping to the bottom of the baghouse filter for removal.

The baghouse had a gradual increase of differential pressure to about 11-15" of water as each
test continued. After completion of the Phase I test, the baghouse filter bags were removed for
inspection and cleaning. Visual inspection indicated that no vacuumed material passed through
the bags. Every bag had a fairly heavy coating (about 1/8" thick) of fines on its exterior.
Buildup of fines on the bag material actually increases the efficiency of filtration, although the
differential pressure across the bag also increases. The differential pressure alarm for the
baghouse filter is set at 80" of water. Thus the 11-15" of differential pressure observed during
testing was of no concern. For test purposes only, each bag was removed and cleaned with a
commercial vacuum cleaner. Differential Pressure readings (Table 2) of the baghouse filter,
after cleaning the bags, returned to approximately the same level as at the start of Phase I.

Table 2. Baghouse Filter Differential Pressure Readings: Initially, After Phase I, After
Cleaning Bags

Engine Initially After Phase I After Cleaning*
RPM (4-26-93) (5-25-93) (6-8-93)

("H20) ("n20) ("H20)

800 3. 6. 3.

1,000 5. 10. 4.5

1,200 6.5 12. 6.2

* Bags were removed individually and cleaned by hand vacuum.
* Approximately .268 ft3 of fines were removed from baghouse.

After three tests of each material were completed, the HEPA filters were inspected. No
material fines were seen on the filtering medium. A wipe of the internal surfaces of the HEPA
housing, upstream of the filter, did not show any fines.

A sample of the baghouse fines from 1/8" crushed stones was sieved (Table 3).
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PHASE I - Drill Cuttin_ls Containment System Tests

Test Date: 5/21/93 Test # 1

Test Sample - 3/4" Crushed Test Sample Volume - 2 CU. FT.

Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Sample Removed from Sample Removed from ]System Air Flow Diff. Pressure

Engine Speed, at Peak Vacuum, System Vacuum, Baghouse Fdters, Port HEPA l_dters, StarboardHEPA Filters, Baghouse, Cyclone Separator, I
I

RPM CFM Inches H_ Inches Water Inches Water Inches Water CU. FT. CU. FT. I
800 810 Idle=2, Pk=4.5 Bfr=6, After=7 Bfr=.7, After=.7 Bfr=.7, After=.7 0 2

1000 1025 I Idle=3, Pk=5 Bfr=10, After=l 0 Bfr=l, After=l Bfr=l, After=l 0 2
I

1200 I 1115 Idle=3.8, Pk=7 Bfr=12, After=12 Bfr=l.2, After=l.2 Bfr=l.2, After=l.2 0 2 1

Comments: Had to go to 1200 RPM to clear crushed stone from hose after 800 _ vacuum, Air flow was measuredon 5/24/93 thin 50 Ft. of open 6" hose ]

Test Date: 5/21/93 Test # 2

Test Sample - 1/2" Crushed Test Sample Volume - 2 CU. FT.

System Air Flow Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Sample Removed from SampleRemoved from

g._ Engine Speed at Peak Vacuum, System Vacuum Baghouse Filters Port HEPA Filters, Starboard HEPA F'dters Baghouse Cyclone Separator,
tJ1 RPM CFM l_bes H_ Inches Water Inches Water Inches Water CU. FT. CU. FT.

800 810 Idle=2, Pk=4.5 Bfr=6, After=6 Bfr=.7, After=-.7 Bfr=.7, After=.7 0 2

1000 1040 Idle=3, Pk=5.5 Bfr=9, After=9 Bfr=l, After=l Bfr=l, After=l 0 2

1200 1115 Idle=3.8, Pk=7 Bfr=12, After=12 Bfr=l.2, After=l.2 Bfr=-l.2, After=l.2 0 2 ......

Comments: Had to go to 1200 RPM to clear crushed stone from hose after 800 RPM vacuum, Air flow was measuredon 5/24193 thru 50 Ft. of open 6" hose

Test Date: 5/25/93 Test # 3

Test Sample - 1/4" Crushed Test Sample Volume - 2 CU. FT.

System Air Flow Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Sample Removed from Sample Removed from
Engine Speed at Peak Vacuum, System Vacuum Baghouse Filters PortHEPA Fdters, Starboard HEPA Filters Baghouse Cyclone Separator,

RPM CFM Inches H_ Inches Water Inches Water Inches Water CU. FT. CU. FT.

800 883 Idle=2, Pk=5 Bfr=5, After=5 Bfr=.7, After=.7 Bfr=.7, After=.7 ? 2

1000 981 Idle=2.8, Pk=6 Bfr=8, After=8 Bfr=.9, After=.9 Bfr=.95, After=.95 Dust only 2
t

1200 ? Idle=3.5, Pk=6.5 Bfr=11, After=12 Bfr=l.2, After=l.2 Bfr=l.3, After=l.3 0 2

Hadto go to 1000RPM to clearhosealter the800 RPM vacuum, We installedtheair velocitymeterat position3 in the Guzzlermanifoldfor tests3 thru 8
/__nr_i-n_ntg_" We A_--,eA alot of ,4,,¢t_oifi the ba_,ho,_,_-ea/_er the 800 RPM vacuum, The ? was a result of the air velocity meter overheating in the sun and oscillating wildly, it's OK in the shade



PHASE I - Drill Cuttings Containment System Testsi

Test Date: 5/25/93 Test # 4

Test Sample- 1/8" Crushed Test Sample Volume - 2 CU. FT.

I t System Air Flow Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure I Diff. Pressure [ Sample Removed from Sample Removed from_

! Engine Speed, 1 at Peak Vacuum, System Vacuum, Bughouse Filters, Port HEPA Filters, I StarboardHEPA Filters, Bughouse, Cyclone Separator, i

i RPM I CFM Inches H8 Inches Water Inches Water Inches Water CU. FT. CU. FT.q FI 800 1 825 ] Idle=2, Pk=5 Bfr=5, After=6 Bfr=.7, After=.7 Bfr=.7, After=.7 .008 2t i !

i 1000 t, 923 i Idle=3, Pk=6.7 Bfr=10, After=10 Bfr=.95, After=.9 !I Bfr=l, After=l I .008 2
i 1200 ! 1080 ] Idle=3.5, Pk=7.5 Bfr=11, After=11 Bfr=l.2, After=l.1 i Bfr=l.3, After=l.2 .008 2 ,

i Comments: Not necessary to increase RPM's a_er 800 RPM vacuum to clear hose. Some moisture in sample, Removed about 21 oz. of dust from bughouse

Test Date: 5/25/93 Test # 5 (TUB 6)

Test Sample - concrete/natural sand Test Sample Volume - 2 CU. FT.

[ System Air Row Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Sample Removed from Sample Removed from

L_ I Engine Speed at Peak Vacuum, System Vacuum Bughouse Filters PortHEPA Filters, Starboard HEPA Filters Bughouse Cyclone Separator,
O_ I RPM CFM Inches H8 Inches Water Inches Water Inches Water CU. FT. CU. FT. t

800 746 !die=2, Pk=6.5 t, Bfr=7.5, After=8 Bfr=.7, After=.7 Bfr=.7, After=.7 .014 t
1000 981 Idle=2.8, Pk=5.5 Bfr=10, ARer=10 Bfr=.9, After=.8 Bfr=.9, After=.9 ' .014 I 2

l ,I

t 1200 l 1021 Idle=3.7, Pk=8.3 Bfr=15, After=15 Bfr=l.2, After=l.1 Bfr=l.3, ARer=l.3 .014 t 2
[ Comments: Sandsample slighUy moist, We removed dust from bughouse aftertest #6 l

Test Date: 5/25/93 Test # 6 {TUB 7)

Test Sample - Brick sand Test Sample Volume ° 2 CU. FT.

System Air Row Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Sample Removed from Sample Removed from _i

Engine Speed at Peak Vacuum, System Vacuum Bag,house Filters Port HEPA Filters, Starboard HEPA Filters Bughouse Cyclone Separator, 1
RPM CFM Inches H_ Inches Water Inches Water Inches Water CU. FT. CU. FT. t
800 746 t Idle=2, Pk=6.5 Bfr=5, After=5 Bfr=.6, After=.6 Bfr=.7, After=.7 .014 2 l

I

1000 1040 I Idle=2.8, Pk=5.5 Bfr=9, After=9 B_-.95, ARer=.9 Bfr=l, After=l .014 2
1

1200 1080 Idle=3.7, Pk=7.5 Bfr=11, After=13 Bfr=.9, After=l.2 Bfr=l.2, ARer=l.3 .014 2

We found that if we disconnected the vacuum from the bughouse prior to dumping contents more dust was dumped |

Comments: We du ed a roximatel 5 t. of dustfrom the baj_.houseaftervacuuming_thethreesamplesin tests5 & 6 J

,L t • ,
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PHASE ! - Drill Cuttin_ls Containment System Tests

Test Date: 5/25/93 Test # 7 (TUB 8)

Test Sample - Plaster sand Test Sample Volume - 2 CU. FT.

SystemAir Flow Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure SampleRemoved from SampleRemovedfrom
EngineSpeed, atPeakVacuum, SystemVacuum, BaghouseFilters, PortHEPAFilters, StarboardHEPAFilters Baghouse, CycloneSeparator,

RPM CFM InchesH8 InchesWater InchesWater InchesWater CU. FT. CU. FT.

800 I 825 t Idel=2, Pk=-5 Bfr=5, After--6 Bfr=-.7, After=.6 Bfr=.8, After=.7 .021 2

1000 1001 Idle=2.8, Pk=6 Bfr=9, After=9.5 Bfr=-l, After=.9 Bfr=l, After=l .021 2
L
[ 1200 ! 1080 Idle=3.7, Pk=7.5 Bfr=13, After=13 Bf_l.2, After=l.2 _ Bfr=l.3, After=l.3 .021 j

Comments: Afterwe finishedthe threevacuumingtestswe disconnectedthebloweranddumpedthebaghouseandremovedabout60 oz. of dust
i

Test Date: 5/25/93 Test # 8 (TUB 9)

Test Sample - Play sand Test Sample Volume - 2 CU. FT.

SystemAirFlow Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure SampleRemoved from SampleRemovedfrom
t,_ CycloneSeparator,
.,,,I EngineSpeed at PeakVacuum, SystemVacuum BaghouseFilters PortHEPAFilters, StarboardHEPAFilters Baghouse

RPM CFM InchesHg InchesWater InchesWater InchesWater CU. FT. CU. FT.

800 746 Idle=2, Pk=4.751 Bfr=5, After=6 Bfr=.7, After=.6 Bf_.7, _lter=.7 .009 2
T

1000 982 Idle=2.8, Pk=6.5 Bfr=9.5, Alter=10 BfT=I, After=l Bfr=l, A.fter=l .009 2

1200 1080 Idle=3.7, Pk--7.5 Bfr=13, After=14 Bfr=-l.2, After=l.2 Bfr=l.3, Atter=l.3 .009 2

i Comments: Againafterwe finishedthe threevacuumingtestswe disconnectedthebloweranddumpedthebaghouseendremovedabout24 oz. of dust



Table 3. Sieve Chart of Baghouse Filter Fines from 1/8" Crushed Stones After Phase I, 5-i-93

Mesh Aperture (in) Weight (g) % of Total Weight

> 100 .0059 4.71 1.61 ,

> 115 .0049 6.07 2.07

> 200 .0029 128.05 43.74 "

> 230 .0025 125.37 42.83

> 270 .0021 21.15 7.23

>400 .0015 4.21 1.44

< 400 3.17 1.08

292.73 100.

2.3.2 Phase U

Seven tests were done during Phase II. Brick sand and plaster sand were not vacuumed,
as they were similar in size and consistency to concrete/natural sand, which was vacuumed.
Bentonite powder was not vacuumed in Phase I and was the last material vacuumed in Phase ii,
because of concern that the extra fine powder of bentonite could pass through the baghouse
filters and clog the HEPA filters. The vacuuming sequence of the six materials in Phase I,
starting with the largest material and going to smallest, was reversed. The addition of the
diverter box and concern for any damage to it from the larger stones was the reason for
reversing the sequence. After vacuuming the larger stones (larger than 1/8"), the diverter box
was visually inspected for damage. None was found, and further concern for integrity of the
diverter box was unnecessary.

Initially, the diverter box was inspected after each test for any material dropout. Some
dropout did occur in the diverter box at 800 engine rpm. However, the material moved to the
vacuum/filter unit once the rpm was increased to at least 1,000 rpm.

The baghouse pressure differential had a slight increasing trend similar to Phase I, until
the bentonite powder was vacuumed. After the last test of vacuuming bentonite powder, the
baghouse pressure differential was 22" of water. Still, this is significantly below the alarm
maximum of 80" of water.

The day after the bentonite test approximately. 134 fP of fines were removed from the
baghouse filter upon powering the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit up. The maximum differential "
pressure was now one half the 22" water reading on the previous day. This material apparently
fell off the bags after the Guzzler vacuum/filter unit was idle overnight. An attempt to remove
more fines from the bags was done by isolating each HEPA path and operating the air cannon
for one hour. The HEPA's paths were isolated to prevent any vacuum from being applied to
the baghouse filter. About .2 ft3 of fines were removed from the baghouse filter after one hour.
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The differentialpressure readings (Table4) were now close to the initial readings prior to Phase
II.

Table 4. Baghouse Filter Differential Pressure Readings 6-17-93' After Phase II, After
. Cleaning Bags First Time, After Cleaning Base Second Time

• Engine After Phase II After 1st Cleaning* After 2nd Cleaning*
RPM ("H2O) ("H20) ("H20)

800 6. 4. 4.

1,000 8. 6. 5.5

1,200 10. 8. 7.5

• First cleaning lasted 30 minutes and. 134 ft3 of fines were removedfrom baghouse.
• Second cleaning lasted 30 minutes and .05 ft3of fines were removed from baghouse.

,,,,, i,,, ,, ,,,,, , i

After each series of materials tests the HEPA filters were inspected. No material fines
were seen until the bentonite powder was vacuumed. A very slight color change occurred on
the leading edge of the filter pleats. This indicated that some minute amount of bentonite had
passed through the baghouse filter. A wipe of the internal surfaces of the filter housing,
upstream of the filter, did not reveal the presence of bentonite.

The efficiency of the cyclone separatorwas readily observedin the bentonite powder test.
The cyclone was able to drop out 95 %plus of the material vacuumed. A sample of baghouse
bentonite fines were sieved (Table 5).

Table 5. Sieve Chart of Bentonite Powder, 6-18-93

Mesh Aperture(in) Weight (g) % of Total Weight

> 100 .0059 34.14 8.27

> 115 .0049 13.09 3.17

>200 .0029 75.19 18.22

> 230 .0025 57.65 13.97

> 270 .0021 32.63 7.91

" >400 .0015 80.13 19.41

< 400 199.90 29.05
t

412.73 100.
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PHASE II- Drill Cutting_$ Cont___!nrnmttSystem Tests I

Test Date: 6110193 Test # 1 (TUB #9}

Test Sample- Playsand Test SampleVolume- 2 CU. FT.

Speed. JaPeakV_uum. t SystemVac_,m. ! _ F:,Im_ Po_HEPAFd_m, ! Smboa_IIEPA_ _,_xN_, Cy¢Io__q_=,_,
' CU.FT.

800 t 942 t 4 Bfr=3 ,O,er= 3 eft- .6 Aaer_ .55 err= .65 Aaer=.65 O _ 2

1000 1139 6.3 err= 4.5 A/t=r=4 Brx=.s /L_ .751 ._ ._I_= .s5 0 , 2
1200 i 1335 7.5 iSfr=6.1 X/t=r=6_.Brr=Z.0 Xa=r=1.0jBfr=1.2 .,,a=r=Z.2! O i 2 I

Diverter box approximately 1/3 full of mindaf_-r 800 RPM vacuum, ud had 2 CUl_of mad after 1000 IU_! vacuam, had logo to 1200 gl_ to ckar lhe diverter box. i

Comments: No¢i_wofthedivct_erboxw_P__-i_:d_a_fl_____ the 1200Rl_ _v_'___,-mThetgw-=s3OIFt. of6" dia. _ Em_ the _,ttzzlerto the tfivegterbox aml SOF" fi.omthe divester box to mbsi

Test Date: 6/10/93 Test # 2 ffUB #5}

Test Sample- cor'cretelnaturalsand Test SampleVolume- 2 CU. FT.

I Sy,=mAitRo,,, _ DitT.P,_ Difr.P,_,_ tSff._ i Smp_t=_t Soml S,a_,,_e=,
Sn_boaKI I.IEPAFdu_ IPoet I.]flEPAF'dlmlL,

¢_ ! m_ c_ l,=b_._ i_ w_t.t _w,m- l_b,_ wm_r _ cu. w'. i cu. rl".

t i _ 2800 942 5.2 Bfr= 3.8 All=r= 3.6 I_r= .6 A_tier= .6 I_z== .7 Al_r= ._8 I 0 I
t i .
, 1000 1139 6.9 B_r= 4.8 Ajar= 4.6 Bfr= .8 _= -78 l_r= -_/ -A_ur= -95 i 0 ! 2 i

l9.8 Bfr=6.8 AS=r=6.S !_= Z.2 Aft=r=1.0Bfr= !.2 ,*,.f_==1.2_ .011 <21200 1374

I Comments: __pi=w==._-_,y a,_,.

Test Date: 6/10/93 Test # 3 (TUB#4}

Test Sample - 1/8" Crushed Test Sample Volume - 2 CU. FT.

RI_ 1 CR_ p,,4_ _q_ L-___W__-r_ _ W_-_r _ W_mr CU.FT. CU.FT.

800 I 942 5.8 Bfr=2.9 Aflle¢=2.S Bfr= .6 ,_¢r= .6 Bfr= .6.:1 _ .611 .037 i < 2

1000 1139 6.8 Bfr=4.5 A_ur=4.5 B_= .S AJ_ur=.6 _fr=1.0 AS,='=.gsl .O22 <2

t 1200 I 1335 9.3 Brr=S Xa=r=S R_r=l.I ._e=r=l.O l_r= t.2 /_Z=r==Z.21 .O17 J <2

Comments: .s==_w'd_ d,_.



PHASE II - DdN ___...._ _ Systm. Tests ........

Test Date: 6/10/93 Test # 4 (TUB #3)

Test Sample - 1/4" Crushed Test Saml_ Volume - 2 C_J.FT.

:,yslm Air Flow Peak Diff. Pmize Diff. Pms_ Diff. Prm_

_ i .,_,_v,_,.. ! _ v,_,,m,I _ _ _r,m_ _̂ _.,m,A l_a,m,I _ _s,v,,,,-, i
RIM i CFM i _ Hit I _ w.,_ _ Wlet _ Wler L cO.FT. CIJ. FT._. -,..

I I T _ i
800 : 942 i 6.0 !_=4 _=4 l_x= .6 _kr= .5 I_-.65 /U_-. .005 <2 _i

! 1000 I 1139 ,! 8.3 tiBfr" 6_.5 ASnr=6.4il=rz.=.8 Afar= .| Ira= ._ A_r- , .005 <2 I
' F

1200 i 1335 I, 9.1 i B_rr=9.z Alt=r=9.ZlSe= Z.0 Aa=r= Z. ilia= Z.2 AS== 1.:_ .005 <2 t

i Comments: .... I

Test Date: 6/11/93 Test # 5 (TUB #2}

Test Sam_ - 1/2" Crushed Test Sam¢_ Volume - 2 CU. FT.

4:.. i _ i_ _ wlef i, _ waza I Zmd_w=_ iI c"d.FT. I cU. FT.
- aoo i 7ss I s.o I _ ,_.. 5 ,,_...5 iN,-.6 ,,,_..sl_-.? ,,.j_-.?_ _ 2

t t i i1000 I. 844 7.5 i,- s x_r-? i_- .s ,,_,,-.s1_- ,.o .,,_- ._ .008) i 2
1200 ! 923 I 9.1 I Btr= 9 /U_r= tO i B_r= i.0 /U_r= 1.0jNr= 1.2 ,_= 1,11 Dust _ 2 _

_ peq_ prmm_vnts9{)to to0 psLAt_ 800RP_ vscmm wednmpedcydoee_d opmmddiven_ boL lindsbom2 cups_ m_ _ l_d _ogo_o1.200RPMtoI
Comments: c.uwdivemnrbox_ _,,_ _ box_ _ tt_ t__n00__ _"__RF'M

Test Date: 6111/93 Test # 6 {TUB 81)

Test Sample - 3/4" Crushed Test SampleVokume - 2 CU. FT.

E=s_S_d ,_mkV_=L Sp_=v,_,= i _,W,-,_F_ I _E_AF_m. 'S_Z-:_AF_n _ _sq,.,,,,x.

KI_ , CF_ _ HI[ i _ w_er I _ W_mr _ _ w,,_ C'_.FT. C'U.FT.

800 _ 746 5.5 t Blur==5 Alter-, .5 ! IMg== .6 Afb=r,, .61 BIEr,, .'7 AJ_g,= ._ Dust 2

864 7 ;Bfr- | /u_= I JB_r- .8 /U_r- .8i Bfr- 1.0 /_=- 1._ Dust 2

1200 i 923 I 8.9 i]_r= tO A_=r= t0}]=!rr,,t.0 Art=r- 1.9 ittr= t.3 A_r- IJ Dust i 2
._kft_rdse800I?JPMvm_um_ dmmlx_d',."_ amdm m1200IUnSh4vlcmm_ dms'di_mnrnerbo0x"_ _. _'e:'emotedI sddiaimml._ C_t.it__ mmpJefr_ cyd_.

Comments: k_ zlze_ R_PM_ __'t_e_wasa _fzdl of"-_, -- ia Ibe_ -_--,we,mJ_zrla 1200]lJzldvm zocl_ drva1_besld b°_



PHASE n- Drill _ _ System Test s

Test Date: 6/11/93 Test # 7

Test Sample- _ Powder Test _ VokJme- 2 CU. FT.

F.zp_stx_ a Pm_vm_n. _ v_mR. m_m _mn, P_ _A F_ Sml_ m_A Fd_, _ _ Sqmz_.
RPM CFM bc.bmHI: inctmWam" IsdkmWem. lm:besWarm" CU.FT. CU.IT.

800 825 4.8 nfr- 6 Aea_r-8 nfr- .6 ,Adbr-_5 l_- :7 ,'dbr- .'7 .1337 < 2

1000 942 5.5 Be- s Aft,r- tS Be- .s ,_b,,r- .? Be- .95 ,,J_- .9 .2006 <2

1200 1042 7.5 in&- 12 Akr-ZZ nfr- 1.0 A_='- .9 lkrr-1.2 Alb,r-l.I .2674 <2

Convemms: Mtkx_ of,,,m_ ,re.. cyclo,=up..m,r .fief ve,=mmq -, e,_ q,eed.

4_t,O



2.3.3 Phase U!

The Phase Iii testing was divided into four steps:

gtep 1. LaboratoryPneumaticFlow Control - Setup and testing of the pneumatic
" flow control safety system in the laboratory. The setup and testing was

done with lab suppliedcompressed air set at 30 psig maximum.
o

Step 2. Field Pneumatic Flow Control - A field pneumaticflow control system
test was done with the diverterbox and the air compressor running. The
flow control system was mounted on the operator's console of the drill
fig. Two lengths of drill rod (10') were addedto the drill rig through the
diverter box. A 25' length of 6" hose was connected to the inlet of the
diverter box. The other end of the hose was capped off. The outlet of
the diverter box was uncapped. The compressed air flow direction was
through the center of the drill pipe, returning by the annulus of the 6"
hose to the divev.er box and out the outlet of the diverter box to the

atmosphere.

Step 3. Choked PneumaticFlow Control- A field choked pneumaticflow control
system test was done on the diverterbox with the air compressorrunning
to test the automaticshutoff valve for the incoming compressed air at 5
psig. The hardwarearrangementof step #2 was used, except a 3" ball
valve on the diverter box was utilized and the outletof the diverterbox
was capped. The diverter box outlet had to be capped because the
pressuredropthrougha 6" opening was so large. When it was uncapped,
the 3" ball valve had no effect in increasing diverter box pressure. The
3" ball valve was slowly closed to increase the airpressurein the divener
box, activating the flow control system, and shutting off incoming
compressed air at the operators controlpanel on the drill rig.

The incomingcompressedair, arrivingat the drill rig, fluctuatedbetween
50-60 psig due to low restrictions in the air flow path, It was determined
that going to a higher pressure would allow for better adjustmentof
components in the flow control system• The drill air motor was installed
on the end of the 10' of drill rod to act as a restriction. The air pressure
at the drill rig was now 115 psig.

Step 4. Complete System - The hardwarearrangementof step 3 was used, except
the vacuum/filterunitwas connected to the outlet of the diverterbox and

" a 3" vacuumrelief valve was installedon the diverter box.

• The vacuumrelief valve on the diverterbox was field calibratedto open
• 'nat 4" Hg With the DCCS runm g in a normal operationalmode at 800

rpm, the vacuum reading at the vacuum/filter unit was 9" Hg. The
vacuum reading at the diverter box was 6" Hg. Another vacuum relief
valve was needed on the diverter box to lower the vacuum levels of the
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vacuum/filter unit and diverter box. A lower vacuum at the diverter box
was used because of the concern that in Phase IV the borehole could

collapse at high vacuum. The second 3" vacuum relief valve was installed
after step #4. Both valves were field calibrated to open at 5" Hg and
utilized in Phase IV.

Test data was only taken for step #4.
I
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Phase Iii - Drill Cuttings Containment System Tests
....... I I I I1[ II 11[I I|1 I II II1[11 IIIII II I i iii1ll iiii - ;

* Test procedures are as follows:

1. Setup and test pneumatic flow control safety system in the laboratory.
' Date Tests Completed' 7-6-93

2. Conduct system flow and pressure field tests on the wellhead diverter box, without
the Guzzler unit attached.

Date Tests Completed: 7-9-93

3. Conduct choked flow field tests from the wellhead diverter box to verify pneumatic flow
control safety system operation.

Date Tests Completed: 7-16-93

4. Attach the Guzzler to the wellhead diverter box and conduct system flow field tests.
Date Tests Completed: 7-26-93

Guzzler Air Compressor Guzzler System tWellhead Diverter Wellhead Diverter

Engine Speed Output Flow Air Flow l Box Pressure Box Vacuum
RPM CFM CFM _ ps, Inches Hg

800 OFF 883 ] O ............ 3 ...................
1000 OFF 982 0 3.8

1200 OFF 1040 0 4

Comments: 1) Ball Valve open during entire test.
(2) VRV opened at 1050 RPM. Vacuum was steady.

Guzzler Air Compressor Guzzler System Wellhead Diverter Wellhead Diverter
Engine Speed Output Flow Air Flow Box Pressure Box Vacuum

RPM CFM CFM ................._psi .........!nches__Hg...........

800 800 Tl ='/SS/ 'r2=ss3 0 "1 = 2.75 / T2 = 2.

1000 800 Tl= 10S0/ T2= 1050 0 T1 = 3.50 / T2 = 3.

1200 800 T]=l]?8/T2=I]TS 0 T1 =4.50 / T2 =4.

Comments' (1) Air compressor running at max flow and ball valve open.
(2) At 1200 RPM VRV opened at 4" Hg., Vacuum then climbed s!ight!y._.............

Guzzler Air Compressor Guzzler System Wellhead Diverter Wellhead Diverter
Engine Speed Output Flow Air Flow Box Pressure Box Vacuum

RPM __ CFM CFM psi Inches Hg

, 800

800 [ .............800 .......................'.......TI,883._/__--412-.....................................0 .....................T1 ,_2:2 / T2..=.6:2
Comments: (1) Air compressor running and ball valve being closed.

(2) VRV open_ed___at4_"HH_g.,but vacuum continued to climb to 6" Hg. ..........
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2.3.4 Phase IV

Phase IV testing utilized all four main components of the DCCS.

Only one run of drilling was planned, but weather-relatedproblems required two runs. t

Surface casing had to be installed horizontally into the ground prior to Phase IV. The
surface casing acted as a pilot/alignment hole for the borehole and as the seal between the drill
rig, borehole, and atmosphereto prevent any air used during drilling operations from escaping
into the atmosphere. The surfacecasing was 9 1/2' length, 10" inside diameter, and 1/4" thick
wall steel pipe and was encased in a slab of reinforcedconcrete 2' by 2' for its full length and
covered with base course to ground level. Base course is a concrete mixture with very little
cement powder and is applied dry. The concrete held the surface casing pipe rigidly in place
in the ground and acted as a seal along with the base course to prevent any air from escaping
between the surface casing and the ground surface.

The drill rig was placed in a horizontalposition and aligned with the surfacecasing. The
center of the air motor, attached to the drill rig, was aligned as close as possible to the center
of the casing. This center was approximately 5' below the ground level. A flex hose was
connected between the diverterbox and the surface casing. This provided a flexible connection
between the drill rig and surfacecasing andpermittedeasy installationand removalof the BHA.

The drilling sequence for each rod was to drill the first half of the rod at 180 degrees,
with the sonde down, rotate the rod to 0 degrees, with the sonde up, and drill the second half
of the rod. The rod was pulled back every time before rotating to allow the air motor ports to
open and blow the cuttings through the boreholeannulusto the diverter box.

Run #1

Seven rods (35') were used with five (25') drilled into the ground. The first 3 rods (15')
drilledproducedvery little fines in the cyclone separatoror baghouse filter, althoughrods 4 and
5 produced the expected amount of fines. Sudden weather deteriorationforced the drilling
operation to stop. All rods had to be removedback to the point of having access to the sonde
within the BHA. When the surface casing flange was removed for access to the BHA, the
surface casing was approximatelyhalf filled with cuttings. Apparently, the surface casing acts
like a horizontal cyclone separator. The hole being drilled has a diameter of 5.25" diameter
and the surfacecasing has a insidediameterof 10". As the cuttingswere flowing to the divener
box a difference in velocities occurred in the surface casing causing the cuttings to drop out.
The casing filled with cuttingsuntil air velocity in the casing was sufficient to remove cuttings.
Any more cuttings from drilling would move to the divener box and on to the cyclone separator
and baghouse filter.

The borehole consisted of typical soft and hard alluvial materials, and the hard materials
were in a layer no more than six inches thick.

After drilling was terminated the diverter box was opened and about .07 ft3 of pebbles
were lying in the bottom of the box. They were 1/4" to 5/8" in size. No fines were seen.
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Table 6 shows the before and after baghouse differential pressure after the baghouse was
isolated and pulsed for one hour.

Table 6. Baghouse Filter Differential Pressure Readings 8-13-93: Before Phase IV, After Phase
IV-Run 1, After Pulsing for 1 Hour

o Engine Before Phase IV After Phase IV After Pulsing*
RPM ("H20) ("U20) ("H20)

800 4. 11. 4.

1,000 6. 16. 5.

1,200 8. 19. 7.

* Bags were removed individually and cleaned by hand vacuum.
* Approximately .268 ft3 of fines were removed from baghouse.

The baghouse was isolated and pulsed for a total of one hour to reduce differential
pressure readings and to find out how much material could be removed. About .6 ft3 of fines
dropped out of the baghouse. This was much more than expected, more than when vacuuming
straight bentonite powder. The answer that seems most logical is that the oil vapor in the air
supplied to the air motor was going to the baghouse filter and eventually plugging the voids in
the material that was already collected on the bags. A large amount of fines dropped out of the
baghouse because the oil vapor tended to solidify the fines. Pulsing the bags forced the material
to break off and fall to the bottom of the baghouse.

Run #2

Upon re-entering the hole and drilling further, twelve rods (60') were used, with ten (50')
drilled in the ground. The first five rods (25') just pushed through to the end of the borehole
that had previously been made. All rods were rotated in the method previously mentioned,
except rod 10, which was drilled entirely in the 0 degree orientation. This was to correct the
BHA from diving downward as rod 9 started to do. The last two rods in the ground, rods 9 and
10, were very hard to drill. The BHA was apparently going through a layer of large stones.
During this time the BHA was pulled back frequently to blow cuttings out of the hole and the
force required to pull back the BHA during this time was substantially higher than normal.
Movement of the stones along the borehole walls was apparent cause for the extra force needed
in pulling back the BHA.

The Phase IV testing was discontinued after drilling rod 10 (50'). Substantial data had
, been recorded and the potential of being unable to retrieve the BHA, necessitated terminating

Phase IV tests.

A sample of cyclone and baghouse fines was sieved (Tables 7 and 8).
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A chart showing the before and after baghouse filter differential pressure (Table 9) after
it was isolated and pulsed for one hour is included with the test data. The volume of fines
removed from the baghouse were .6 ft3. An explanation of the large amount of fines is
presented in the writeup of Run #1.

Table 7. Sieve Chart of Cyclone Fines After Phase IV Run #2, 6-18-93

Q

Mesh Aperture (in) Weight (g) % of Total Weight

> 100 .0059 523.40 46.26

> 115 .0049 166.28 14.70

> 200 .0029 291.85 25.80

> 230 .0025 76.24 6.74

> 270 .0021 20.51 1.81

>400 .0015 25.07 2.22

< 400 28.04 2.48

1,131.29 100.

Table 8. Sieve Chart of Baghouse Filter Fines After Phase IV Run #2, 6-18-93

Mesh Aperture (in) Weight (g) % of Total Weight

> 100 .0059 294.88 95.34

> 115 .0049 12.63 4.08

> 200 .0029 .69 .22

> 230 .0025 .39 .13

> 270 .0021 .33 .11

>400 .0015 .13 .04

< 400 .23 .07

1,131.29 100.
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Table 9. Baghouse Filter Differential Pressure Readings 8-20-93: Before Phase IV, After Phase
IV-Run 2, After Pulsing for 1 Hour

Engine Before Phase IV After Phase IV After Pulsing*
• RPM ("a20) ("H20) ("H20)

800 4. 11. 3.

1,000 5. 14.5 4.25

1,200 7. 18. 8.5

* See explanation in DCCS-Testing regarding large amount of fines removed from
baghouse.
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PHASE iv - Drill Cuttings Containment System Tests

Data Taken at Guzzler Unit

t I Guzzler Guzzler Guzzler Diff. Pressure Diff.Pressure Diff.Pressure SampleRemovedfrom SampleRemovedfrom
EngineSpeed, SystemAirFlow, SystemVacuum, BnghouseFilters, PortHEPAFilters, StarboardHEPAFilters, Bnghouse, CycloneSeparator, DateData

RPM CFM , l_b_ H_ In¢_h__Water InchesWater lachesWater CU.FT. CU. FT. Taken

BHA N / A The bottom hole assembly (BHA) was 4.5 feet long and consisted of the drill motor and bent sub. _ 8/12/93

1 N / A The new borehole distance will be measuredrelative to the flange installed on the well casing. 8/12/93

2 N / A The distance from the well casing flange to the beginning of the new borehole is 9.75 feet. 8/12/93

3 800 Bfr=883,Dur=785 Bfr=4.5, Dur=6.0 Bfr= I0. Aft= I0 Bfr= .5,Aft= .5 Bfr= .7,Aft= .7 .004 .034 8/12/93

4 t 800 Bfr=844,Dur=785 Bfr=5.0,Dur=6.0 Bfr= 10,Aft= :2 Bfr= .4,Aft= .4 , Bfr= .7,Aft= .6 .004 .66 8/12193

Comments: we rantheGuzzlerat 1200RPMafterdrillingrod#4 to attemptto removeadditionaldebris,butweremovedonlyasmallmountof additionalsand.

O

Data Taken at Drill Rig

Tra-TracDrillRig Air CompressorPressure Tm-TracDrillRig WellheadDivetlerBox
Rod ThrustPressure, at Tre-TracDrillRig,psig BoreholeDistance Pressure/ Vacuum DaleData

# psii; drilling/ cleanin_ RodNumberI Tool Ft. psil;/ inchesHI; Tskea

BHA N/A N/A BHA / 0 N/A 8112/93

1 N/A N/A #1 / 0 N/A 8/12/93

2 N/A N/A #2 / 0 N/A 8/12/93

3 #3 / 4.5 8112/93

4 #4 / 9.5 8/12/93

Comments: Rodsaredrilledwiththelocatertoolorientedat180degreesduringthefirsthalfandatzerodegreesduringthesecondhalf.



PHASE IV - Drill Cuttings Containment System Tests

Data Taken at Guzzler Unit

I R GuzzJer Guzzler Guzzler Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Sample Removed from Sample Removed from

EngineSpeed, SystemAir Flow, SystemV_-uum, _ Filters, PortHEPAFd_rs, S_bo_ HEPAFdters Bashouse, CycloneSewa_r, DateData
RPM CFM _c_____Hm Incises Water _ Waser Inches Water CU. FT. CU. FT. Takea

5 1000 Bfr=982,Dur=883 Bff=4.5,Dur=6.0 Err= 14,Aft= 17 Bfr= .6,Aft= .6 Bfr= .8,Art= .8 NO dump No dump 8/12/93

6 1000 Bfr=982,Dur=923 Bfr=5.0, Dur=6.0 Bfr= XT,Aft= 2O Bfr= .6,Aft: .5 gfr= .S,Aft= .S None 1 8/1 2/93

7 1000 Bfr=982,Dur=923 Bfr=6.0,Vur=7.0 Bfr= 19,Aft= 23 Bfr= .5,Aft= .5 Bfr= .9,Aft= .8 No dump No dump 8112/93

s 1000 Bfr=1020,Dur=923 Bfr=7.5, Dur=8.5 Bfr= 23,An= 30 Sfr= .6,Aft= .6 gfr= .9,An= .9 None 1.33 8/1 2/93

7 Re_ 1000 Sfr=1080,Dur=785 gff=7.0, Dur=8.5 Stir=7, Aft= 7 gfr= .7,A_= .5 Bfr= .9,Aft= .8 No dump No dump 8/1 7/93

Comments: we airpurgedthebaghouse filterspriorto beginning the repeat p.d_/ddlliag ofrods/7 &/8 on 8/I"//93.

Data Taken at Drill Rig

Tru-TracDrillRiI AirCompressorPressureTru-TracDrillRig WellheadDive,metBox
Rod ThrustPressure,-,Tru-TracDrillRig,psi8 BoreholeDistance PressureIVacuum DateData
# psi{ drillingIcleanin{{RodNumberIToUdFt. psi_IinchesH| Taken

5 5 / 14.5 8/12/93

6 6 / 19.5 8/12/93

7 7 / 24.5 8/12/93

8 8 / 29.5 8/12/93

7 Rept 7 Rept / 24.5 8/17/93
Weopenedthe flexlinesbetweenthe diverterboxandthewell casingandbetweenthediverterboxandtheGuzzler.

Comments: Thediverterboxhadabout1 to2 Qts.of peasizedstonein thebottom,thewellca_ wasabouthalffullof dirtandmane&



PHASE IV - Drill C_-ttings Containment System Testsllll ii

Data Taken at Guzzler Unit

I Cmzzler Guzzler i Guzzler i Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure Diff. Pressure I SampleRemovedL.'om SsmpleRemovedfrom

Rod I EngineSpeed, SystemAir Flow, i SystemVacuum, BnghouseFilters, PortHEPAFilters, Sl=_ooaudHEPAFilters, Bal_o¢_, CycloneSeparator, DateDaa
' lachesWater# i RPM CFM j InchesHi____ InchesWater ]aclasWSer CU. FT. CU. FT. Takes

8 Rcpt i |000 Bfr=785.Dur=_.cl iBfr=8.5:Dur=7.0 I Bfr= _, An= S Bfr= .5,An= .5 Bfr= .S,Aft= .S None .034 8/17193

9 i 1200 i Bfr=903.Dur= 1021 !Bfr=9.5,Dur=8.5 i Bfr= 8. Aft-- 16 Bfr= .4,Aft= .4 Bfr= .S,Aft= .S No dump ! No dump 8117/93
] ' i

10 ] 1200 _ Bfr=883,Dur=1001jBfr=9.8, Dur=8.5 i Bfr= 16.Aft= 25 Bfr= .4, Aft= .5 Bfr= .9, Aft= ].0 .13 i 3+ 8/17/93T ! . I i
i

11 _ 1200 I Bfr=942.Dur=1001 IBfr=8.5, Dur=8.0 i Bfr= 13.Aft= 21 Bfr= .6, Aft= .5 Bfr= 1.0, Aft= .9 .2 _ 2 8117/93

_.. i ' t ' '=i ' i 2+ 8/17/93 !
, 12 i 1200 Bfr=903.Dur=1001Sfr=9.5,Dur=8.5, Sfr= 14.Aft= 23 Bfr= .6,Aft= .5 Sf_= !O. Aft= .9 .13 i i
Comments: we pushedanddrilledrod#lOthe_11lengthatzerodegreesto correctthedownwarddriftobserveddrillingrod//9. ]

t_

Data Taken at Drill Rig

l Tm-TracDrillRig AirComprerhuxPressure Tru-TracDrillRig WeJlheadDiverterBox

Rod ThrustPressure, atTru-TracDrillRig,psig lk_reholeDistance Pressure/ Vacuum DateData

# psil_ drillinl_/ ck_mi_ RodNumberf TotalFL psil_/ inchesHi_ Taken

8 Rept 8 Rept / 29.5 8/17193

9 9 / 34.5 8/17/93

10 700 115 / 90 10 / 39.5 0 / 4.5 8/17/93

11 11 / 44.5 8/17/93

12 1200+ 115 / 90 12 / 49.5 1 0 / 4.5 8/17/93

Comments:

• t _l •



3. SUMMARY

The goals of testing andevaluating the Guzzler vacuum/filterunit and in conjunctionwith
the Drill Cuttings ContainmentSystemwere met. These goals were (1) to contain all drilling
returns during air drilling operations; (2) to design safety measures with redundancy for
compressed and vacuum air; (3) to contain drill cuttings in a total vacuum atmosphereupon
exiting the borehole; and (4) that allDCCS componentscouldfunctiontogetheras an operational

• drill system.

Although it was not tested using liquid-bearingmaterials,the versatility and features of
the Guzzler vacuum/filterunit makeit ideal for use at environmentalwaste sites for drillcuttings
containment and any general vacuuming of material while keeping them in a vacuum
atmosphere.
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Other DOE Labs EPA Regional Offices

INEL Region 1
P.O. Box 1625
Attn: Joel Hubbell(5) U.S. EPA, Region 1 Office
MS 2107 Attn: Pat Meany, Acting Regional ,
Idaho Falls, ID 83415 Administrator

JFKFederalBldg,
GEO Engineering Group Boston, MA 02203
Attn: Sue Goff (5)
EES-4, MS D-443 Region 2
Los Alamos, NM 87545

U.S. EPA, Region 2 Office
PNL Attn: William J. Muszynski, Acting
Attn: F. Blaine Metting Regional Administrator
Battelle Boulevard 26 FederalPlaza
Richland, WA 99353 New York, NY 10278

Other Government Agencies Region 3

Federal U.S. EPA, Region 3 Office
Attn: Stanley L. Laskowski, Acting Regional

EPA Administrator
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Attn: Larry Murdoch Region 4
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5995 Center Hill Rd. U.S. EPA, Region 4 Office
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Attn: Dennis Grams
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75 HawthorneStreet P.O. Box 29304, MS 314i
San Francisco, CA 94105 NASA Michoud Facility
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Office of the Director
Attn: Wayne Marschant USGS
P.O. Box 93478
Las Vegas, NV 89119 U.S. Geological Survey (2)
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Region I0 Attn: R. Livingston
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U.S. EPA, Region i0 Office 4501 IndianSchool NE, Suite 200
Attn: Gerald Emison, Acting Regional Albuquerque,NM 871 I0

Administrator
1200 Sixth Avenue USGS
Seattle, WA 98i01 Mail Stop I01 National Center

Attn: RobertM. Hirsch, Acting Director
U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency 12201 Sunrise Valley Dr.

* EnvironmentalCriteriaandAssessment Office Reston, VA 22092
Directorof Research

_, 26 West Martin LutherKing Drive USGS
Cincinnati, OH 45268 Mail Stop 911 NationalCenter

Attn: BenjaminMorgan,Chief Geologist
12201 Sunrise Valley Dr.
Reston, VA 22092
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USGS CRy
Director's Representative
Attn: Harry A. Tourtelot AlbuquerquePublic Works
Box 25046 Attn: Rick Roybal, City Engineer
Denver Federal Center P.O. Box 1293
Denver, CO 80225-0046 Albuquerque,NM 87103

USGS Private Sector ,
Director's Representative
Attn: George Gryc CDM FederalPrograms
Bldg. 345 Middlefield Rd. Attn: Dave Wilson
Menlo Park, CA 94025-3591 1626 Cole Blvd., Suite 100

Golden, CO 80401
USGS
Director's Representative ALCOA South Carolina, Inc.
Attn: Paul Brooks Attn: P.H. LeRoy
Grace Hall APU P.O. Box 819
4230 University Dr. 211 Charles St.
Anchorage, AK 99508-4664 Beaufort, SC 29901

State ALCOA TechnicalCenter
100 Technical Dr.

Colorado Center for Environmental Alcoa Center, PA 15069-0001

Management
Attn: Dawn Kaback FERMCO RestorationManagementCorp.
999 18thSt., Suite 2750 Attn: P. Pettit
Denver, CO 80202 4380 MalsburyRd., Suite 200

Cincinnati,OH 45242
EnvironmentalEvaluationGroup(3)
Attn: Library Others
7007 Wyoming NE, Suite F-2
Albuquerque, NM 87109 Bill Rawlings

WesternRegion Sales
NM Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources Guzzler Manufacturing Inc.
Socorro, NM 87801 P.O. Box 396

American Fork, Utah 84003

NM Energy, Minerals, and Natural
Resources Dept. Rodney Brown
Attn: Library Guzzler Manufacturing Inc.
2040S.Pacheco 575N. 37th
SantaFe,NM 87505 Birmingham,AL 35222

NM EnvironmentDepartment(3) WesternGovernors'Association
Attn: J.Espinosa Attn: JamesSouby,ExecutiveDirector ,
1190St.FrancisDrive 600 17thSt.,Suite1705,SouthTower
Santa Fe, NM 87503-0968 Denver, CO 80202 a
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Universities/Libra.rim Drilling Technical Support Group

Thomas BranniganLibrary Westinghouse-Hanford
Attn: D. Dresp Attn: D. Myers
106 W. Hadley St. Env. Technology
Las Cruces,NM 88001 WestinghouseHanford(H4-54)

P.O.Box 1970

GovernmentPublicationsDepartment Richland,WA 99352
s ZimmermanLibrary

Universityof New Mexico University of California-Berkeley
Albuquerque,NM 87131 Attn: G. Cooper, Professor of

Petroleum Engineering
New Mexico Junior College Department of Materials Science and Mineral
Pannell Library Engineering
Attn: R. Hill Berkeley, CA 94720
Lovington Highway
Hobbs, NM 88240 University of Missouri-Rolla

Attn: D. Summers

New MexicoStateLibrary Dept. of MaterialsScience& Mineral
Attn: N McCallan Engineering M
325Don Gaspar 213RockMechanicsFacility
SantaFe,NM 87503 Rolla,MO 65401-0249

New MexicoTech TrenchlessTechnologyCenter
MartinSpeersMemorialLibrary DepartmentofCivilEngineering
Campus Street Louisiana Tech. University
Socorro, NM 87810 P.O. Box 10348

Ruston, LA 71272
Westinghouse-Savannah River
Technology Center (4) Required Distribution
Attn: N. Bibler

J. Harbour _ MS 0899 Technical Library(5), 7141
M. Plodinec MS 0619 Technical Publications, 7151
G. Wicks MS 1119 Document Processing, DOE/OSTI

Aiken, SC 29802 (10), 7613-2
MS 9018 Central Technical Files, 8523-2

Industry Partner
Sponsors

The Charles Machine Works, Inc.
Ditch WitchTM MS 0728 George Allen, TPM (10), 6602
P.O. Box 66 MS 0719 Jennifer Nelson, IDC (15), 6621
Perry, OK 73077-0066 MS 0719 Jim Phelan, 6621

MS 0719 Bob Floran, 6621
• MS 0719 Cecilia Williams, 6621
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MS 1033 R.D. Jacobson, 6111

MS 1033 R.D. Meyer, 6111

MS 1033 A.R. Sattler, 6111 ,
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MS 1033 R.P. Wemple, 6111
MS 1033 J.L. Wise, 6111
MS 0706 D.A. Northrop, 6112
MS 0706 J.K. Linn, 6113
MS 0705 M.W. Scott, 6114
MS 1324 P.B. Davies, 6115
MS 0750 M.C. Walck, 6116
MS 0751 W.R. Wawersik, 6i 17
MS 0750 H.R. Westrich, 6118
MS 1320 E.J. Nowak, 6119

MS 1322 J.R. Tillerson, 6121

MS 1066 R.K. Traeger, 7251
MS 1065 R.W. RoMe, 7254
MS 1061 A.O. Bendure, 7258

MS 1315 T.E. Blejwas, 7500
MS 1309 S. Ward, 7511
MS 1307 J.G. Yeager, 7572
MS 1303 J.R. Guth, 7573
MS 1305 J.D. Fish,

MS 1311 H.S. Hwang, 7575
MS 1347 W.B. Cox, 7581
MS 1347 F.B. Nimick, 7582
MS 1347 J.A. Fernandez,7583
MS 1347 D. Stermer,7584
MS 1347 D. Fate, 7585
MS 1045 M.M. Carroll, 7732
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